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Abstract—This paper proposes a new hybrid converter as an 

alternative to alternate arm converter (AAC) and conventional 

mixed cell modular multilevel converter (MC-MMC). Although 

the proposed converter evolves from AAC, it resembles a version 

of the MC-MMC, where the entire low-voltage rated half-bridge 

(HB) cells in each arm are replaced by one high-voltage HB cell. 

Therefore, the proposed converter offers all the tributes of MC-

MMC at footprint similar to that of AAC and reduced control 

complexity as the number of cell capacitor to be control is halved. 

The practical viability of the proposed converter is confirmed 

using simulations and experimentations. 

Keywords—Alternate arm converter; mixed cell modular 

multilevel converter; high-voltage direct current transmission 

systems; and resiliency to ac and dc faults. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, applications of multilevel converters have 
increased significantly, particularly, at medium and high 
voltage distribution and transmission systems [1-4]. This trend 
started with the development of half and full bridge modular 
multilevel converters (HB-MMC and FB-MMC), which are 

seen today as the technology of choice for high-voltage direct 
current (HVDC) transmission systems [5-9]. Afterward, 
several multilevel converters were developed in attempt to 
optimize the power circuits of modular multilevel converters 

(MMCs) [10-12]. For an example, a MC-MMC has received 
significant attention in recent years as it permits customized 
design of the MMC for control flexibility versus 
semiconductor losses, while retaining many of the attributes of 
the MMCs such as  modularity and internal fault management 

[8, 10, 13-16]. Beside the commonly used half-bridge and full-
bridge (FB) cells, several cell arrangements have been 

proposed such as the flying capacitor cell, double clamped cell 
and five-level cells, but most of the MMCs that employ such 

cells increase complexity of internal fault management 
without offering new features beyond that offered by the HB-
MMC, MC-MMC and FB-MMC [3, 17-20]. In contrast, 

alternate arm converter (AAC) maintains its attractiveness as 
it offers dc fault blocking at smaller footprint and lower 

semiconductor loss compared to MC-MMC and FB-MMC[15, 
21]. However, large concentrated dc link capacitor at the input 

of the AAC for characteristic harmonic filtering represents a 
major drawback that may impede its use in HVDC 

transmission systems.  
Reference [22, 23] has proposed a thyristor based 

controlled transition bridge (CTB) converter for ultra-high-

voltage direct current (UHVDC) transmission systems, where 

the full-bridge chain links are employed as forced 

commutation branches for the thyristors of the six-pulse 

bridge in the main conduction paths. The proposed 
arrangement has a potential to reduce the semiconductor 

losses of the voltage source converter (VSC) to similar level 

of that of the conventional line commutated converter (LCC). 

Despite the switching limitations of thyristors employed in the 

main power stage, the version of the CTB converter in [22, 23] 
can control active and reactive powers independently; and can 

operate with zero dc power, while exchanging leading or 

lagging reactive power as any other VSC, without risk of 
commutation failure. Nevertheless, the thyristor based CTB 
converter proposed in [23] requires a number of large ac tuned 

filters in order to achieve the desired voltage quality for grid 
operation. 

This paper presents a new compact mixed cell modular 

multilevel converter (CMC-MMC) that evolves from the 
conventional AAC, and it is developed deliberately with the 
aim of achieving the control flexibility of the MC-MMC but at 
footprint similar to that of the AAC (smaller than the MC-
MMC). Therefore, the proposed CMC-MMC is well suited for 
modern point-to-point and HVDC transmission systems and 
networks, where dc fault blocking and reduced dc voltage 
operation are advantageous. The rest of the paper is organized 

as follows: Section II presents a critical review of the 
conventional AAC as part of the motivation for the proposed 
CMC-MMC. Detailed description of the fundamentals that 
underpin the basic operating principle of the proposed CMC-

MMC is presented in section 0. Sections IV presents 

simulation and experimental verifications of the proposed 

CMC-MMC, where main findings and observations and 
similarity to conventional MMC are summarized. The main 
conclusions are drawn in section V. 

II. CRITICAL REVIEW OF ALTERNATE ARM CONVERTER 

Fig. 1 shows a conventional AAC, with each of its arms 

comprises of ‘NFB’ FB cells, a director switch, and an 
inductor. Its upper and lower arms of the same phase leg 

conduct the full output phase current alternately, and with 
each arm conducts for 180o plus overlap period, where both 

arms of the same phase-leg conduct simultaneously as in the 
conventional MMC. The overlap period is introduced to allow 

seamless current commutation from the outgoing arm to the 
incoming arm and to replenish the cell capacitor voltages of 

both arms to their desired rated voltages (½Vdc/NFB). Amongst 



several methods suggested for realization of the over-lap 

period in the AAC, injection of 3rd harmonic into modulation 

signals is one of the most effective methods that enable 
satisfactory operation over wide range of modulation indices 

(see Fig. 2a). The 3rd harmonic injection that maintains 

constant voltage stresses on the director switches as at the 

sweet-spot, over the full modulation index linear range is: 
* 4sin( ) ( )sin 3
abc abc

m m t m t
π

ω γ ω= + + −                    (1) 

where, m is the modulation index. From plots in Fig. 2(a), and 

output and arm current polarities shown in AAC in Fig. 1, the 
injection of 3rd harmonic extends the region around the ‘0’ 

voltage level in the output phase voltage, va0 (which is 

equivalent to region around the ½Vdc voltage level in the arm 

voltage). Fig. 2(a) shows that the effectiveness of the 3rd 

harmonic injection method diminishes as the modulation index 

increases, and with the peaks of the modulating signals in Fig. 
2(a) remaining fixed at 4/π, independent of ‘m’.  

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2(b) show that the director switches of the 

outgoing arms experience significant over-voltages during 

turn-off (opening) when iao lags vao, and this is due to the lack 

of current path in the outgoing arms. Therefore, the extension 

of the over-lap period using the 3rd harmonic injection in Fig. 
2(a) can avoid or minimize the over-voltage problem in the 

outgoing arms. For example, when iao lags vao by relatively 
small angle, the overlap period has a potential to allow iao to 
change its polarity from negative to positive; thus, finding a 

path through the freewheeling diode of the director switch of 
the outgoing arms. When the AAC operates with low power 
factors lagging (iao lags vao by large angles), the over-lap 
period will only delay the turn-off of the director switches of 

the outgoing arms to the point where phase currents are 
relatively small compared to the peak. Thus, with a small arm 
inductance, the magnitudes and duration of the over-voltage in 

the outgoing arm could be minimized. When iao leads vao, the 
director switches of the outgoing arms do not experience any 
overvoltage as the arm currents can find paths through the 
freewheeling diodes of the director switches. Hence, the 

current in the outgoing arms would be forced to zero by the 
capacitors of the inhibited FB cells of the outgoing arms. 

Fig. 2c shows voltage waveforms across the FB cells of 
phase ‘a’ (vFB1 and vFB2), and corresponding arm currents (ia1 

and ia2 scaled by ¼) when the AAC operates at m=4/π and 

0.95 power factor lagging, and dc link voltage Vdc=300kV. 
The voltage waveforms across the director switch and total 
upper arm shown in Fig. 2d indicate that the director switch of 
the outgoing arm Sa1 blocks the peak of the phase voltage 

(½mVdc≈½×4/π×300kV≈191kV). So, if each IGBT in the 

string that forms the director switch is rated at ½Vdc/NFB, the 
number of IGBTs per director switch to enable AAC operation 

over full modulation index linear range (0~4/π) is 4/π×NFB. 
Notice that the director switches enjoy zero voltage switching 
during turn-on and turn-off; hence, they incur no switching 

losses. The AAC director switches must block at least 2/πVdc 

should the total voltage across the FB cells of each arm is 
rated for ½Vdc. Fig. 2(c) and (d) show that the abrupt 

interruption of the arm currents (ia1 and ia2) expose the director 
switches to fast voltage and current spikes, and their peaks 
durations depend on the magnitude of the arm inductance. As 

the effectiveness of the 3rd harmonic injection completely 

diminishes at m=4/π as illustrated earlier in Fig. 2a, Fig. 2(c) 

shows that the arm currents in the outgoing arms are forced to 
zero at output voltage zeros (when the total voltage across the 

full-bridge cells of each arm reaches ½Vdc). 

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show vFB1 and vFB2 and ia1 and ia2 (scaled 

by 1/8) when the AAC operates at m=0.9 and 0.5 power factor 

lagging (power factor angle -60o), with the total voltage across 

FB cells of each AAC arm remains at ½Vdc. Observe that the 
injection of the 3rd harmonic into the modulating signals has 

forced the arm currents to commutate several times between 

outgoing to incoming arms as the director switches of the 

same phase-leg are gated off and on following modulating 

signals, without incurring significant switching losses as the 

voltages across the director switches are practically zero. Fig. 
3 (a) and (b) point out that the outgoing arms continue to 

experience over-voltages due to lack of current path (but the 

magnitudes of these over-voltages remain lower than the rated 

blocking voltage of a single director switch).  

 

Fig. 1: Conventional AAC 
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Fig. 2: Waveforms illustrate AAC operation when it supplies a passive 
load equivalent to 300MVA and 0.95 power factor lagging, 4/π modulation 

index and 300kV dc link voltage 
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Fig. 3: Waveforms illustrate AAC operation when it supplies a passive load 
equivalent to 300MVA and 0.5 power factor lagging, 0.9 modulation index, 

300kV dc link voltage and with total voltage of FB cells of each arm is 
½Vdc≈150kV 
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Fig. 4: Waveforms illustrate AAC operation when it supplies a passive 

load equivalent to 300MVA and 0.5 power factor lagging, 0.9 modulation 

index, 300kV dc link voltage and full-bridge cells of each arm are rated to 

block 1.25×½Vdc≈187.5kV 

 

To further minimize the overvoltage problem in the 

outgoing arms, the number of FB cells in each AAC arm could 

be increased to block more than ½Vdc in order to allow typical 

MMC operation over a limited number of voltage levels above 
and below ‘0’ voltage level in the output voltage vao 

(simultaneous conduction of upper and lower arms of the same 

phase-leg). Fig. 4(a) and (b) show vFB1 and vFB2 and ia1 and ia2 

(scaled by 1/8) when the AAC operates at m=0.9 and 0.5 

power factor lagging, but this time the total voltage across the 

FB cells of each arm is increased to 1.25×½Vdc. Observe that 
the use of additional FB cells in the AAC arms allows better 

exploitation of the extended regions around zero voltage level 

(where AAC can operate as MMC with simultaneous 

conduction of both arms of the same phase-leg) in order to 

avoid or minimize the over-voltages in the outgoing arms. 

With additional FB cells in each AAC arm, the director switch 
rated voltage can be reduced to ½Vdc×(4/π-k+1), where 

k=NFB/NFB0, and NFB0 represents the number of cells 

corresponding to the total voltage across FB cells of each arm 

of ½Vdc. 

In summary, the above discussions show that the 
conventional AAC requires large number of FB cells to 

operate correctly over full power factor and modulation index 
range. Its large concentrated dc link capacitance, which is 
needed for filtering of the characteristic harmonics from the dc 

link current dc fault level. 

III. COMPACT MIXED CELL MODULAR CONVERTER 

Fig. 5 shows the proposed CMC-MMC, which is developed 
by replacing the director switch in each AAC arm by 
equivalent high-voltage half-bridge (HV-HB) cell. The 
switching devices and capacitor of the HV-HB cell is rated at 
½Vdc. Similarly, the combined rated voltage of the FB cells per 
arm is ½Vdc. The use of high-voltage HV-HB cell instead of the 
director switch allows the CMC-MMC to be operated as an 
AAC or MMC, without any difficulties of the conventional 
AAC discussed in section II. However, this paper abandons the 
AAC operation in favour of typical MMC operation due to 
increased utilization of current carrying capability of the 
switching devices. Therefore, the presented CMC-MMC 
adheres to the same operating principle of the MMC, with 
voltages across phase ‘a’ upper and lower arms could be 
approximated by: 

1
1 2
( ) (1 sin )a capv t V m tω= −                           (2) 

1
2 2
( ) (1 sin )a capv t V m tω= +                           (3) 

where Vcap represents the average capacitor voltage sum per 
phase-leg. Consider phase ‘a’ as an example, switching of the 
‘NFB’ FB cells and the HV-HB cell of the upper and lower arms 
must be coordinated in order to correct synthesis of the arm 
voltages described in (2) and (3). Therefore, phase ‘a’ upper 
and lower arm voltages can be expressed as: 

1

21 1 (1 sin )ahb afb capV m tv v ω= −+                             (4) 

1

22 2 (1 sin )ahb afb capV m tv v ω= ++                             (5) 

 
 



 

Fig. 5: The proposed compact mixed cell modular converter 

When Vcap and voltage across capacitor of the HB cell of 
each arm are more likely to be regulated at Vdc and ½Vdc, the 
FB cells of the upper and lower arms must be controlled to 
synthesize the following voltages: 

For 0≤ωt≤π 

1 1 1

1 1
12 2

1
12

( ) ( ) ( )

sin when ( )

(1 sin ) when ( ) 0

afb a ahb

dc ahb dc

dc ahb

v t v t v t

mV t v t V

V m t v t

ω

ω

≈ −

 − =
≈ 

− =

            (6) 

vafb2= va2(t)- vahb2=½mVdcsinωt                      (7) 
For π ≤ωt≤2π 

vafb1= va1(t)- vahb1=-½mVdcsinωt                      (8) 

2 2 2

1 1
22 2

1
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( ) ( ) ( )

sin when ( )

(1 sin ) when ( ) 0

afb a ahb

dc ahb dc

dc ahb

v t v t v t

mV t v t V

V m t v t

ω

ω

≈ −

 =
≈ 

+ =

               (9) 

The two distinct switch combinations for synthesis of the 
arm voltages described in (6) and (9) could be exploited to 
minimize the deviation of the HV-HB cell capacitor voltage of 
each arm from ½Vdc, whilst the Marquardt sorting based 
capacitor voltage balancing can be used to ensure the inter-cell 
balancing of the FB cells. As in conventional MMC, the upper 
and lower arm and output currents of the CMC-MMC are: 

ia1(t)=Id+½ia0(t)+ih(t)                                (10) 
ia2(t)=Id-½ia0(t)+ih(t)                                 (11) 
iao(t)= ia1(t)-ia2(t)                                      (12) 

where, Id≈⅓Idc represents the dc component of the arm current, 
iao(t) is the output current, and ih(t) is the circulating current. 

IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTATIONS 

A. Simulations 

This section presents basic simulations that substantiate the 
theoretical discussions of the CMC-MMC presented in 

section 0, considering the steady-state operation of CMC-
MMC when it is supplying a passive load. The CMC-MMC 
simulation parameters in this illustration are summarized as 
follows: Vdc=300V; unity modulation index; level shifted 
carriers with 2kHz switching frequency; arm inductance, 
Ld=5mH; NFB=2; HV-HB and FB cell capacitances are 
CHB=1mF and CFB=2mF; and passive load resistance and 
inductance are 10Ω and 15mH. 

Fig. 6(a) and (b) show a pre-filter phase voltage ‘vao’ the 
CMC-MMC presents to the passive load connected to its ac 
side and its spectrum. Observe that the CMC-MMC with only 
one HV-HB and two FB cells, generates nine voltage levels per 
phase (generically, CMC-MMC with ‘NFB’ FB cells per arm 
generates ‘4NFB+1’ voltage levels per phase). See that the total 
harmonic distortion (THD) for the simulated case is 12%, with 
the spectrum of phase voltage in Fig. 6(b) indicates that no 
harmonics exist in the baseband, no switching frequency 
component, and only sideband harmonics are present around 
the 1st and 2nd switching frequency components, which are 
easily attenuated with small ac filters. The traces for the output 
phase and upper and lower arm currents when circulating 
currents are not suppressed are shown in Fig. 6(c). Additional 
plots when modulation index is 0.9 and circulating currents are 
suppressed are shown in Fig. 7. The plots for the output phase 
voltage and current, upper and lower arm currents, half and full 
bridge capacitor voltages and common and differential mode 
capacitor voltage sums in Fig. 7(a) to (d) plus that presented in 
Fig. 6 confirm that the proposed CMC-MMC adheres to the 
same mathematical relationships that govern the operation of 
conventional MMC as stated earlier and equations (10) to (12). 
The main observations are summarized as:  
1) Each arm current inherently comprises of dc current (Id), 

fundamental current (½iao) and circulating current ih 
(which is dominantly 2nd harmonic). So, the circulating 
current must be suppressed as in conventional MMC. 

2) The inherent 2nd harmonic exist in the common-mode 
capacitor voltage sum (Vcom) is the main driver for the 
circulating current in CMC-MMC arm as in conventional 
MMC, see Fig. 7(c).  

3) The differential-mode capacitor voltage sum. (Vdif) is 
dominantly fundamental current as in conventional MMC, 
see Fig. 7(c) 

4) The CMC-MMC with NFB=Nc and one HV-HB cell per arm 
generates the same number voltage levels per phase as 
MC-MMC with NFB=NHB=Nc. This means both the quality 
of its output voltage and dv/dt remain the same as 
conventional MC-MMC. 
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a) Pre-filter phase ‘a’ output voltage ‘vao’ 
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b) Spectrum of phase voltage ‘vao’ 
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c) Phase ‘a’ output current superimposed on its corresponding 

upper and lower arm currents 
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d) Capacitor voltages of the full and half bridge cells of phase ‘a’ 

Fig. 6: Simulation waveforms that illustrate the basic behaviour of the 
CMC-MMC (m=1 and without circulating current controller) 
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a) Phase ‘a’ voltage ‘vao’ 
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(b) Phase ‘a’ output current ‘iao’ superimposed on its corresponding upper 
and lower arm currents, ia1 and ia2 
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(c) Common and differential capacitor voltage sums  
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(d) Capacitor voltage of the full and half bridge cells 

Fig. 7: Simulation waveforms that illustrate the basic behaviour of the 

CMC-MMC when m=0.9 and with circulating current controller 

B. Experimental validation 

To substantiate the discussions and simulation results 
presented in sections 0 and IV-A, experimental results obtained 
from a prototype of the CMC-MMC are presented in Fig. 8. 
Detailed parameters of the experimental test rig as follows: 
220V dc link, level shifted carrier with 2kHz carrier frequency, 
0.95 modulation index and passive load of 10Ω and 15.5mH.  

Fig. 8(a) shows the prototype of the proposed CMC-MMC 
with one HB cell and two FB cells per am presents high quality 
output voltage (vao) across the passive load, and sinusoidal load 
current (iao). Fig. 8(b) displays the experimental waveforms for 
the upper and lower arm currents of the CMC-MMC overlaid 
on the output phase current. These waveforms confirm the 
adherence of the CMC-MMC to the same fundamentals that 
underpin the operation of conventional MMC as stated earlier. 
Fig. 8 (c) and (d) show the HV-HB and FB capacitor voltages 
are tightly controlled around the desired set-points of ½Vdc 
(110V) and ¼Vdc (55V) respectively. The experimental 
waveforms presented in Fig. 8 show that the use of HB cell 
rated for ½Vdc in each arm of the CMC-MMC does not affect 
commutation between the cells of the same arm nor between 
the upper and lower arms of the same phase leg.  

In summary, these results confirm that the replacement of 
large number of low-voltage rated HB cells as in conventional 
MC-MMC by one HV-HB cell in each arm of the proposed 
CMC-MMC does not increase the dv/dt on the ac side load nor 
in the arm. It is worth emphasizing that the practical realization 
of series connected IGBT up to 400kV has a precedence in 
[24]; therefore, the use of HV-HB cell which rated for ½Vdc 
would not invalidate the proposed CMC-MMC. 

vao

iao

 

(a) 

ia1

ia2

iao

 

(b) 

VHB1 &VHB2

 

(c) 

VFB1,VFB2,VFB3,&VFB4

 

(d) 



Fig. 8: Experimental waveforms that confirm the validity of the proposed 
CMC-MMC, with (a) phase voltage ‘vao’ superimposed on phase current ‘iao’ 

(5ms/DIV, 50V/DIV), (b) output phase current ‘iao’ superimposed on the 
upper and lower arm currents ‘ia1 and ia2’ (5ms/div, 5A/div), (c) capacitor 

voltages of the half-bridge cells (25ms/div, 20V/div), and (d) capacitor 
voltages of the full-bridge cells (25ms/div, 10V/div) 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented a comprehensive review of the 
state-of-art multilevel voltage source converters, with particular 
emphasis on topologies, with the aim of finding the best design 
trade-off for HVDC converters. The outcome of this review has 
provided a critical motivation for the development of CMC-
MMC, which has been explored and extensively discussed in 
this paper. The presented simulation and experimental results 
show that the proposed CMC-MMC has potential to offer the 
best design compromise for HVDC converters in terms of 
control flexibility, footprint and weight and resiliency to ac and 
dc network faults. 
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